Dumble schematic

Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Home Help Search Login Register. Bwmitc Level 1
Posts: I've been toying with this idea for a while now and finally decided to sit down and draw
up a schematic. I'll be using a Weber WSE15 output transformer and it will be diode rectified.
This will be my 10th amp build but my first time designing a schematic so If someone wouldn't
mind to check this schematic for me I would greatly appreciate it! The switching complexity
wants to be carefully considered when building. I didn't scour the schematic, but your Presence
control won't work. All NFB will bleed to ground through the K bypass cap. Plate power comes
from I know you know, but good to draw it. Agree the Presence is no-go as drawn. Thanks for
everyones input. I'm still learning! After doing some reading I think I've come to the conclusion
that presence controls aren't possible for SE amps, so I think I will remove it and add a variable
NFB control in its place. I think I see now. The NFB should be connected after the bias resistor
instead of at the cathode? Sluckey's drawing works. But it removes the bypass cap. If you want
the bypass cap for the gain boost, then use the VibroChamp schematic. Or cut a switch into it.
Between switch and pot you have three cases. Or do it the VibroChamp way, see schematic. But
the 47 Ohm R is so small it has essentially no effect on them. Your way: The NFB bleeds down
through the bypass cap to ground. This does not address values for a more complex Presence
control to tweak NFB. Thanks for the explanations PRR and jjasilli. I've updated the schematic
to match the Vibro Champ. The software is fairly limited so it doesn't look as great as the ones
you pros upload. I'm sure there might be some mistakes so I am going to keep going over it but
I figured I could post it here and let you all look at it in case there are some obvious errors.
Thanks again for everyones help! Dumble-Champ 1. Now you have the idea; but it's not clear
your Presence control component values will deliver as hoped for. It has significantly different
component values, and a higher source voltage, than the VibroChamp NFB circuit. What I would
do 1st is get a simple NFB circuit working; maybe make it variable. That way there's a
benchmark for further tinkering. Then add a Presence control to the NFB circuit. You might find
on SE amps there's enough "presence" tweaking the TS. I only used NFB in 1 build, none had
presence. They are both worth trying, then un-trying and compare. My VibroChamp hotrodded
with 6L6, etc. By "increasing" I mean reducing the amount of voltage division. Made some
tweaks: Removed the presence control I agree it may not make enough difference , removed the
local negative feedback on v1b More gain isn't a bad thing , removed the deep switch, added a
master volume and added an overdrive channel. What do you guys think? Dumble-Champ 4.
Overdrive channel is inside the nfb-loop so that could cause some problems, not sure. Thanks
for catching that VMS. I've updated the schematic and layout. I left out the nfb-loop from the
champ, but I did put in the local negative feedback on the second preamp stage on a switch, so I
could hear the difference. There is plenty of gain, even when using an 1Meg resistor to the
OD-trim pot I keep the trim in the first quarter of its range and get marshallesque drive. I can
also recomend putting that trim pot in at the input of the OD-channel for the same reason :. SMF
2. Mobile Device Catalog Link. Yard Sale Discontinued. What's New. Amp trim Handles. Lamps
Diodes. Foot Pedals. Reverb Items. Misc Eyelet Boards. Custom Boards. Guitar Strings. Pots
Knobs. Tube Sockets. Wire Cable. Tubes Valves. Channel Switching. Tube Amp Library. Tube
Amp Schematics library. Design a custom Eyelet or Turret Board. Transformer Wiring Diagrams.
Hoffmanamps Facebook page. Hoffman Amplifiers Discount Program. Supporting Membership.
Forums New posts Trending Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Change style.
Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Dumble Ultra Phonix mod. Thread starter TimH
Start date Feb 6, TimH Silver Supporting Member. Messages 6, Hey all, This mod was mentioned
in another post last week. I'm just curious to know what info is out there about this mod.
Anyone have info as to what it is and how it sounds? Billion81 It'd be a whole lot cooler if you
did. Messages 2, Rob knows that amp mod and has even had one or two. Messages 3, Not sure
the details but it sounds sick. Steve Snider Gold Supporting Member. I had a bandmaster or
bassman with that mod and it sounded good to me. Wasn't like it blew me away just sounded
like a really great old fender with a bit more grind on tap. It did have lots of neat anti pirate stuff
inside. Handwritten little plaque embedded in some blue goop. Theres a difference between the
"mod" and the ground up builds but either have been far superior to anything I have owned..
They sound like nothing else. When you push them into overdrive they still retain a great
singing thick but defined tone. NO clone I have had and I have had more than most has done
that. But thats just my experience. Is it a standard mod or little different for each one?
StratStringSlinger said:. When I refer to mod, I am referring to in a fender chassis as he still
used the trannies I believe. The one I had was recently in Mayers Rig. Good amp. Steve Snider
said:. TimH said:. Steve yours was most likely a ground up build as well. Even the ones he did

at truetone while they were called mods were actually kind of like what Andy Fuchs does.
Gutting the amp and rebuilding it. Sometimes using the same trannies sometimes not. I had a
Bassman that had twin iron in it that was done at trutone. Double board huge solder pools the
works. Alexs work is easy to spot and easy to tell the difference from other peoples work. Rob,
thanks for jumping in here with the info; Good stuff! Messages 4, It depends on the amp. As far
as fenders the clean channel is pretty much the same sound big smooth and Ultra responsive at
least from the examples I have and own. On the Bandmaster the vibrato channel has the gain
voicing which allows it to overdrive a little quicker and more wild than the normal. But the
normal will still overdrive as well. The showman pretty much the same. While the marshalls are
el34 they sound and respond like 6l6s until you push them and then they get real wild overdrive
with the same characteristics as the 6l6 amps but just more. It is really impossible to dial in an
unpleasing sound on any of the amps. How many watts was the bandmaster?? Messages 13,
The one I have both heard and played is the best I've ever played for my style, huge, beautiful
cleans with single coils and then the thickest, fullest, most balanced overdrive with
humbuckers. SBlue Gold Supporting Member. Messages You must log in or register to reply
here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? Will Kemper be dethroned? So
what do y'all think about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in General. Which pedals were
instant keepers for you, no drama, no doubts? Started by skiltrip Wednesday at AM Replies:
Ready to buy? Please use our affiliate links to Sweetwater , Reverb. Most of us will never get to
play through an original Dumble amp, and in all likelihood, nobody reading this article will ever
own one. Their reputation is stellar, and demand is high, but supply is very scarce due to the
fact that the company is, and always has been, a one-man operation. The Overdrive Special is a
tube amp with Clean and Overdrive channels. Some models are combos, i. There is a great
variety of pedals that can get you close to that sacred Dumble Overdrive tone at a much more
affordable price â€” and some cheaper options that do a decent job as well. Some are simple
stompboxes that excel at one particular thing, while others are fully featured preamps with
almost infinite tonal options. Considering the variety of options, to facilitate navigation we
decided to organize the D-Style pedals in these categories:. If you found this article useful,
please rate it! The sound and design of Dumble amps has inspired a huge range of in-depth
pedals. The selections in this category feature recreation of the Overdrive channel, and some
also of the Clean one. Some of them feature two D-Style channels at a cost! A switch toggles
between modes for Jazz and Rock. Jazz is cleaner and more subtle, while Rock features more
midrange and increased gain. Ethos Overdrive Dual Ethos makes highly versatile preamps that
are insanely pedalboard friendly, and the Ethos Overdrive Amp is by far the most versatile
option on this entire list. It features two separate channels of D-Style goodness with their own
EQ section â€” both can be set as Clean or Overdrive through a toggle switch. It also has a
Boost controlled by a separate footswitch, and a cab sim out. The control scheme may be
daunting, but you can get any sound you want with enough tweaking. Channel 1 is transparent,
smooth and creamy think Robben Ford while Channel 2 has a harder clipping sound pretty by
Sonny Landreth. It also includes a 30 Watt power amp and cab emulation output. The left
footswitch lets you select the channel. This rounds the sound out a little, making it a less
crunchy, but all the sustain and tone of the original pedal are present. V1 features a three-band
EQ and Gain and Volume knobs, while later versions offer additional tone-shaping options and
a boost channel. There is a special edition from Vintage King that features an additional Drive
channel with Ratio gain and Level knobs, as well as a Presence control. The Ratio knob almost
gets fuzzy in the higher end of its range. Like all Menatone products, it sounds great, but lack of
availability and high used prices hurt its appeal. These options offer some amazing tones and
value as well as a great combination of features, components and design. Some can nail the
classic Dumble sound, while many take it in their own direction. They are all hand-built, some
have valves in them, but overall tend to have fewer controls than the ones in the previous
category. The compressed-but-not-too-compressed tone of a real Dumble is there, as well as
the thick overdrive sounds. Classic rock tones are readily available, lending the drive and girth
needed but never getting smeary or unpleasant. The Zendrive works with both humbuckers and
single-coils and can really make a Strat sing. The II version is smoother and a bit less gritty. A
switch on the side selects between three modes. Red Marshall mode is of course the hottest
output and highest gain; Blue is more of a round, original Dumkudo sound, and Green is the
Dumble-style voicing. It does the sexy low-gain thing and shreddy blues and classic rock
sounds equally well. The Dumkudo is one of the more expensive options here, but that shows in
the quality. This allows to give the resulting tone more dynamics, warmth and saturation on the
heavy touches. Gain and Volume are standard, as are the Accent control for high end and Tone
to handle the mids. The Jazz voicing scoops out the mids a bit, smoothing out the sound, and
the Rock setting is more aggressive with increased gain. While it works with all kinds of

pickups, the Big Bloom excels with a Les Paulâ€”style guitar. The humbuckers tame some of
the bite of the pedal. It eats up some precious pedalboard real estate though, so plan
accordingly. Being able to run off of battery or AC power is another plus. A lot of love goes into
what these pedal look like, and you can choose between a Tolex, painted or suede enclosure.
The pedal features a hardwire bypass, which means the input is directly connected to the output
in bypass, circumventing the circuit. There is definitely a low-gain vibe here. The tone produced
by this pedal is warm, soulful and subdued and sounds beautiful with single-coil pickups. Three
knobs set your tone, and there are toggle switches for the bass EQ curve and a high-end boost.
The Lows switch gives you access to three different EQ curves: less bass, the same curve as V1
and more bass. Smooth mode makes the pedal play nicer with the front end of an amplifier. Pair
it with a really loud amp and the sky is the limit. There are also internal controls for Tone and
Presence. The toggle switch lets you select between different midrange frequencies for the
Middle control. Options include Hz, 1kHz and 2kHz. It sounds especially nice with a Telecaster,
as the Zenkudo complements the bite and attack of that style of axe. Four knobs and three
toggle switches allow for a wide palette of options. It also has a variable Q for even more detail.
The EQ is set up in a unique way that really adds to the openness of this kind of design. These
are super solid Dumble-inspired pedals that offer an attractive combination of tone, build quality
and affordability. There is a great range of options too, as some can get heavier overdrive
sounds, some work better as a clean boost and some can do both. Wampler Euphoria V2
Wampler seemingly nails the amp-in-a-box thing time and time again. It has controls for Gain,
Volume, Bass and Tone controls, with the Bass functioning pre-gain, allowing you to dial in low
end that sounds thick, without muddying up your tone. A toggle switch lets you choose
between three different styles of clipping â€” Smooth, Open and Crunch. Smooth is the
lowest-gain setting, with just enough sustain to make notes sing. Open is a little more of a
crunch sound, with the perfect amount of chime. Crunch ironically is a little more of a square
wave, adding just enough grit to make solos pop. This is a really solid pedal and definitely one
of the best Dumble Pedals around, thanks not only to its sound and features but also its lower
price point and availability. Set your signal strength with the Ratio gain and Level controls, and
adjust your EQ with Treble and Deep, whose unique sweep adds plenty of versatility. The left
side of the dial scoops the midrange and emphasizes treble and bass frequencies, while the
right side boosts the midrange and attenuates the highs and lows. A unique control setup lets
you EQ the signal before and after the overdrive just like a real Dumble. The Accent control
adjusts the brightness before the drive, and Contour sets the brightness after the drive stage. It
can really sing with humbuckers and almost sounds better with them over single-coils. This is
definitely one of the most convincing selections on this list. Placing the Proof toggle switch in
the up position allows for increased headroom, while the down position enables more maximum
gain. The pedal also runs on 18 volts via an internal charge pump, giving it more headroom and
preserved low end. The Moonshine Overdrive V2 can sounds like a parallel overdrive, keeping
the articulation of your clean tone and blending it with the dirty stuff. This is not just an
overdrive designed to sound like a Dumbleâ€”it is meticulously modeled after an Overdrive
Special Clone. It can get sticky without sounding dissonant on open chords and when playing
with odd intervals, making it great for country, blues and jazz. Vertex Ultraphonix Designed
using four Dumble Overdrive Specials from different years for voicing and calibration, the
Vertex Ultraphonix keeps things straightforward with just three knobs Volume, Filter and Gain.
However, you can get a noteworthy variety of tones beyond the D-Style niche through their
interaction, from subtle to borderline Plexi and even RAT-like. While most people would use this
for high gain stuff, dimming it can really open up some great classic rock tones. A lot of
Dumble-inspired pedals go for a higher-gain sound, but this is more subtle than that, even
though it has a good amount of gain on tap. A toggle switch selects between Jazz and Rock
settings. The former offers the articulate, clear tone for which Dumbles are famous, the latter
offering increased gain and sustain. It features the same control set and delivers the clarity and
swampy overdrive of that pedal, but offers a lot more gain. The tone thins out a bit when used
on single notes, but it sounds right at home with chords and double-stops. The pedal sounds
best with a loud, clean amp. It also offers a single-contact bypass for better fidelity when not in
use. Considering its simplicity and higher price point, there are better options on this list.
Gaspedals Dumbbell One of the most beloved DIY effects of all time, the Dumbbell is difficult to
find on the used market. Should you succeed in locating one, be prepared to shell out for it.
There are a ton of harmonics at higher gain settings. It never gets super dirty, but it definitely
sounds like a Dumble. Get a mellower sound with the Dark switch, which rolls off some of the
high frequencies. With the switch engaged, the pedal almost turns into a fuzz. This is a solid
choice. One Control Golden Acorn The Golden Acorn has one of the smallest footprints of any
pedal here, and sports just three knobs. Bright adjusts the frequency content, and Volume sets

your output level. The drive produced by the pedal is smooth and articulate and serves as a
convincing Dumble sound. This enables the pedal to be used as a fat boost, clean boost, super
thick driveâ€¦ whatever you need. The Fat setting has a little more output, a little less gain and a
rounder sound. The Normal setting has more harmonics and saturation. It sounds especially
good with the clarity and top-end of single-coils. With the Volume and Drive controls dimmed, it
gets really fat, compressed and fuzzed-out. Volume, Gain, and Tone are simple enough, but the
Voice knob is where the design really gets interesting. It works in conjunction with the Gain and
Tone knobs to set the total amount of gain and bass frequency response of the circuit. The
pedal is housed in a solid metal enclosure with the durability of being able to handle even the
toughest touring schedule. The advantage of mini pedals resides not only in their small
footprint, but also in their incredible affordability, although a lack of depth comes with the
format. Here are the options available. It almost has more of the chime of a British amplifier than
the thick overdrive that made Dumbles famous. Four controls â€” Gain, Volume, Tone and Voice
â€” are offered to dial in your sound, and the pedal boasts solid construction, considering the
price point. And while it might sound a little more smeary than higher-priced options, the extra
gain and low cost make up for it. Despite its size, there are four controls: Voice and Bright
handle the EQ, Volume controls the output level, and a top-mounted knob controls the amount
of gain. A small metal bar separates the footswitch from the controls to prevent your foot from
accidentally hitting the knobs. Rowin Dumbler In all likelihood the same circuit of the Mooer
Rumble. The overdrive can get fairly heavy, but the girth that is characteristic to Dumble amps
is missing. It has four top-mounted control knobs Burn, Dynamics, Tone and Volume and a
three-way clipping toggle switch. For deep tone shaping, there are four internal trimpots to
control Note Shape, Bass, Midrange and Presence. Perhaps the coolest feature is the Note
Shape control, which adjusts your sound from tight to loose â€” kind of like a resonance switch
on an amp. There is also a recovery EQ stage after the gain section of the circuit to add clarity
back into the signal. Barber is well known on the boutique pedal scene, and for good reason.
The switch selects between Boost and Overdrive. The Boost is a clean boost with just a tiny bit
of grit to make notes sustain, while the Drive setting smooths out the sound and adds
compression and sustain with the increased gain. Great for lighter stuff like blues and country,
this is one of the lowest-gain offerings in the Dumble-in-a-box world. The pedal has also been
discontinued, and fetching one on the used market can be as dodgy as it is pricey. There might
be more discontinued, hard-to-find and boutique Dumble pedals than any other type. They
might be near impossible to find on the used market, but that only adds to their mystique. The
Velvet Katana touts itself as a clone of the Zendrive, seemingly without shame. It has a familiar
four-knob control scheme consisting of Gain, Level, Voice and Tone. It can add some weight to
your pickups, but it can also get a little muddy in the mix, although the two EQ controls help
make up for this. For that matter, you may find it difficult to locate a Velvet Katana. The
company is based in Greece, and tracking down a unit on the used market is a total gamble.
Gain, Volume and Hi Cut control your sound. Where most three-knob overdrives have a tone
control setting the midrange, the Hit Cut attenuates treble as you turn it clockwise. The Gain
knob has good range and is usable through its entire extent. Blasted through a loud amp, it
sounds heavenly. This thing is hard to find even for a boutique pedal. Featuring a setup similar
to the Tomsline see below , the Pearl Drive adds a toggle switch that allows you to keep your
bottom end intact. There is plenty of gain to be had in this option as well, and it can get great
blues and classic rock tones. This Dumbox is more than a pedal with a Dumble sound. It can
also serve as a standalone preamp, feed a power amp and power an external cab. For that
matter, it features a cab-simulation circuit, so you can show up to a gig with just the Dumbox
and be good to go. The big brother to the Big Bloom, the Double Bloom is two Big Blooms
combined, allowing you to dial in two very different sounds. Amplified Nation also offers a mod
for the Double Bloom that allows you to select the channels independently or toggle them. The
pedal is also offered in Tolex, painted or suede enclosures. Very cool. The pedal runs on a
single tube. The Mid pot can also be pulled to activate a mid boost. Throw this pedal into your
existing signal chain, or run it into a preamp or into your effects return. It features just three
controls â€” Gain, Filter tone and Volume. It sounds killer with lap-steel guitar. Vertex Steel
String Supreme. Rockett Lenny. This offering from J. The pedal has just two controls â€” Boost
and Tone â€” putting it somewhere between a clean boost with a tone knob and a low-gain
overdrive. It also excels at pushing a clean amp into breakup without much if any coloration.
The Lenny boosts the midrange in a pleasant way that works with a variety of gear. The
Overrated Special is a limited-edition signature pedal. It came to life from the longtime
partnership between blues guitar god and Dumble fan Joe Bonamassa and Way Huge Effects.
Tone handles the high end, while the Hz knob can warm it up. Joe knows tone, and the
Overrated Special pretty much sounds like a hybrid of a Dumble sound a Klon Centaur sound.

The Drive is bold and punchy and the controls have a good, usable range. Sonic Fusion studied
a number of different models and studio recordings of Dumble amps, and the Crystal Lattice is
based on the preamp section of their discoveries. While obvious changes to the circuit had to
be made to accommodate a smaller pedal enclosure, it gives a pleasant tone for not a whole lot
of money. Controls are standard three-band EQ, Gain and Volume. It still has that thick, swampy
vibe Dumbles are known for, and the price is just about right for anyone. Six Dumble Pedal
Shootout. Click here to cancel reply. Updated on Last Updated Last updated on More Shopping
Guides Here. Brooklyn's own The Boobies are a garage pop four-piece with some
instant-earworm songwriting chops,â€¦. Belonging to the rare category of "bands that keep
getting better all the time," Brooklyn's dreamâ€¦. NYC's sludgy, frenetic, and surprisingly
melodic, Mutoid Man serves up nasty, heavy jams with aâ€¦. Read more about artist's gear.
Creative Pedals. Distortion Fuzz Overdrive Dual Gain. Boost Compr. EQ Filter Wah. Lo-Fi 8 Bit.
Pitch Shifter Octaver. Multiverb Reverb Spring Reverb. Effect Guides Best Of Pedals. Coverage
Info Facebook. Browse by Effect Type. Ebay Reverb Amazon. Ethos Overdrive Amp. The control
scheme may be daunting, but you can get any sound you want. Cornerstone Gladio. Ethos
Clean-Fusion II. Van Weelden Royal Overdrive. Completely solid-state, it responds and sounds
as if driven by tubes. The Gain knob has a boost switch, and there's also a switchable Mid
Boost. Hermida Audio Zendrive 2. Menatone Howie. A special edition from Vintage King features
an additional Drive channel with Ratio gain and Level knobs, as well as a Presence control. It
almost gets fuzzy at high gain levels. Shin's Music Dumbloid Boost. Hermida Audio Zendrive.
The compressed-but-not-too-squashed tone of a real Dumble is there, as well as the thick
overdrive sounds. Works well with both humbuckers and single-coils and can really make a
Strat sing. Tanabe Dumkudo. A toggle switch lets you select between different midrange
frequencies Hz, 1kHz and 2kHz for the Middle knob. A top-mounted Dynamic switch increases
the pedal's headroom to18v. Cornerstone Gladio SC. Amplified Nation Big Bloom. It excels with
a Les Paulâ€”style guitar. Runs both on battery or AC. There's an output buffer for driving long
cable runs. Kingsley Page ODS. Weehbo Dumbledore. Internal controls for Tone and Presence.
The toggle switch lets you select between different midrange frequencies for the Middle knob
Hz, 1kHz, and 2kHz. Can run at 18v. It can get heavy, but this is a model without a ton of gain.
Tanabe Zenkudo. The three-way voicing switch features the same diverse tones, and there's a
lot of range in the Gain knob, taking you from low-key blues tones to singing, sustained
higher-gain ones. It sounds especially nice with a Telecaster, asit complements the bite and
attack of that style of axe. Wampler Euphoria V2. Open is a little more crunchy with a nice
chime. Crunch is a more of a square wave, adding just enough grit to make solos pop.
Sweetwater Reverb Amazon. J Rockett The Dude. Mad Professor Simble. JHS Moonshine V2.
It's a Dumble-inspired overdrive based on a Tubescreamer topology, offering more dirt and
flexibility. Placing the Proof toggle switch in the up position allows for increased headroom,
while the down position enables maximum gain. Jetter GS There's not an incredible amount of
gain on tap, but enough for a heavy blues tone. A lot of D-Style pedals go for a higher-gain
sound, but this is more subtle than that, even though it has a good amount of gain on tap.
Offers a responsive EQ section both Jazz and Rock settings. The former delivers the famously
articulate, clear tone, the latter increased gain and sustain. DMBL on steroids. Providence
Stampede. One of the most beloved DIY effects of all time, the Dumbbell is difficult to find on
the used market. One Off Groove Umble Cost of components. This DIY pedal is based on the
Dumble preamp and sounds really solid. It has a ton of harmonics at higher gain settings and
never gets super dirty. The Dark switch rolls off some of the high end. One Control Golden
Acorn Overdrive. Produces a smooth and articulate drive and serves as a convincing Dumble
sound. There's a lot of mojo in the Ratio knob, as it sits somewhere between a control for the
amount of gain and a dirty compressor. Sonic Fusion Overdrive. Mooer Rumble Drive. While it
might sound a little more smeary than higher-priced options, the extra gain and low cost make
up for it. Hotone Grass. Outlaw Effects Dumbleweed Overdrive. Tomsline ADR-3 Dumbler.
Rowin Dumbler. Rowin Gumble. Barber Small Fry. The Note Shape control adjusts your sound
from tight to loose â€” kind of like a resonance switch on an amp. HAO Rumble. The clean
boost has just a tiny bit of grit to make notes sustain, while the Drive setting smooths out the
sound and adds compression and sustain with the increased gain. Velvet Katana. Quinnamp
Hot Buttered Scotch. It has plenty of gain and it can get great blues and classic rock tones.
Retroman Dumbox. A Voice switch chooses Brit or Cali settings, and there's a Boost channel as
well. Ethos Clean II. Kingsley Maiden D. Output knob delivers a more flexible gain structure,
opening up more driven tones. The Clean knob reintroduces the tone produced by the bottom 3
knobs. It excels at pushing a clean amp into breakup without much if any coloration. Way Huge
Doubleland Special. The pedal casing is really big. One of the channels has the standard
controls, the other has a giant pot and 3 sliders. No idea why they set it up this way space

issues? Sonic Fusion Crystal Lattice. An attempt to emulate a Dumble amp through a FET
design, which allows it to fit into a smaller pedal enclosure. Pleasant tone for not a whole lot of
money. It still has that thick, swampy vibe Dumbles are known for. Post Your Comment Here.
This site uses cookies: Find out more. I'm OK with it. Name required. Email required. All our
amps are hand wired with the finest components and are crafted after Dumbles legendary
circuits. One of our specialties is building these great amps in 1 x 12 combos with perfectly
matched speakers! Our amps are made with top-quality, made-in-USA wiring just like the
originals. Follow on Instagram ampguy. He delivered an absolutely amazing product. It looks
fantastic, oozes tone for days, and is locally built from scratch. Read More Reviews Here. From
the start of the amp build process, Guy has been over the top friendly and helpful!
Communication is key I believe when it comes to custom builds and Guy certainly did not lack
that! Emails with pictures included made the process exciting! When it came to the amp he had
plenty of options available for customization. When the amp arrived it was just as beautiful as
the pictures I received along the way! The clean tone is phenomenal and it takes pedals well!
Even at low bedroom volumes this amp does not disappoint! Totally nailed the tone I was
searching for without having to break the bank for other well known boutique amps that are on
the market. Dumble Inspired Amps. New Home of AmpGuy. Hand Wired. All-Tube Guitar Amp.
Your ultimate tone Starts here! Read more. Overdrive Reverb Overdrive Reverb. Overdrive
Special Overdrive Special. JM Signature Amp! Overdrive Special Amp. Overdrive Reverb Amp.
Real Suede. Real Suede or Any Color Tolex. The ultimate in boutique tone! Why Choose Us.
With you every step of the way! It's in the details. Wattage: 22 watt, 50 watt, watt Half Power
Switches Available. Customer Reviews. What They Say. Purchased the 22 Watt Overdrive
Special Combo. Frank, Waterloo. Purchased the watt JM Signature Dawson. Michigan USA. Got
Amp Questions? Ask AmpGuy. Our Warranty Promise. Hand Made In. I am sure Ceriatone
makes a great kit, the only issue with Ceriatone is that shipping will cost you a mint. The kit is
with the head cabinet and weighs 44 Kg for all components. My guess is that with packaging
you are closer to 50 Kg's total. Plus you will have to pay import duties on it as well. It is due to
the fact they are in Malaysia, if Ceriatone really wants business to take off they should setup
some sort of warehouse in the US to have his kits shipped out of the US. It appears as thought
the heater wiring was red and black on this build It makes troubleshooting safer and easier.
Where do you get this accepted standard from? I've seen all kinds of colours used for heaters,
and other functions, working on various tube gear from many different decades. Basically, you
should never assume anything; it gets tiresome from repetition, but there are plenty of ways to
injure yourself or ruin your gear any time you open up a tube chassis. But from basic principles,
if I saw heaters wired with two green wires or any other single colour , I'd tend to guess that the
heater power is AC; seeing red and black would, conversely, be a strong hint that heaters are
powered by DC. So maybe there's method to the madness? Me again So from a quick glance,
looks like heaters are in fact AC; so much for my "strong hint". However, even still, there can be
a valid reason to use different colours for the two heater wires, as this allows one to manage the
phase of the AC going to adjacent tubes. It's a fine point, but some have suggested you can
reduce hum a little by not just connecting the heater phases randomly as they used to do, with
the two twisted green-or-whatever wires. Schematics and voltmeters are your
2008 toyota tundra alternator
wiring diagrams for ballasts
2011 nissan altima headlights
friends. I called a couple of the distributors here in Massachusetts, and they didn't have
Ceriaton'es on their web site, but did say they could get them, so they have some kind of deal.
This would be a fun project from scratch. Chasis and all. Take the challenge to find the parts
somewhat locally. Comments are welcome on Revolution Deux. However, please do not spam
links to unrelated sites - these comments will be removed! Thanks - Briggs. It's an odd name but I like it! Here you will find all the info on my various DIY Guitar effects builds, amplifiers and
guitars. You can always check my ebay account to see what I've got up for grabs. Just click the
button above to email me directly or alternately my email address is fredbriggs [at] googlemail
[dot] com. Search This Blog. Share to Twitter Share to Facebook. Labels: Overdrive.
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